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ABSTRACT

Statement of Problem: This review investigates laser benefits in second stage dental implant surgery as compared to conventional methods. Methods of Study: An electronic database search on PubMed, Cochrane library and LILACS for clinical studies in which laser was used for the second-stage implant surgery were selected and evaluated. Results: initial search yielded 136 studies, 15 were considered potentially relevant, out of which only three were finally selected. They studied the effect of laser on postoperative pain, the need for anesthesia and analgesia, hemostasis, time needed before impression and quality of it, duration of surgery and peri-implant soft tissue conditions. The results shows that the assessed studies are too limited in number beside exhibiting small sample sizes. They are clinically heterogeneous so that a solid conclusion cannot be reached. Conclusions: Researchers should be attracted to laser use to close a very obvious research gap. Randomized clinical trials are strongly recommended.


INTRODUCTION

Despite the long history of dental implants, the development of implant science is still a major research subject. Dental implantology has been constantly improving in the recent years, providing higher levels of patient satisfactions (1).

The second-stage surgery for uncovering submerged dental implants can be performed by different tools and techniques with pros and cons for each technique. For example, the use of scalpel is associated with some bleeding, pain, and discomfort while electrosurgery may cause damaging to the implant surface affecting the osseointegration (2).
Using laser in dental surgeries offers improved vision because of homeostasis, less mechanical trauma to tissues, reduced need for anaesthesia, reduced local infection and inflammation, reduced post-operative pain and improved healing (2,3). However, the use of laser in dental implant surgeries is a source of controversy because of worry about preserving keratinized tissues, the cost, the technique used and the increase in peri-implant bone temperature (4,10).

The main objective of this review is to describe and evaluate the use of laser in the second-stage surgery for uncovering dental implant in comparison to other conventional techniques. Is using laser for second stage implant surgery is recommended over conventional techniques?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protocol

The methods as well as inclusion/exclusion criteria employed for the present review were determined in advance. The current systematic review was performed following the PRISMA guidelines for identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion (11). The following focus question was developed: In patient requiring uncovering dental implants regarding the use of laser versus conventional techniques, what is the evidence based recommendation for both patients and operators?

This study was approved by the ethics and research committee in our institute

Information sources

The electronic search was performed in four databases, including MEDLINE (PubMed), Cochrane library and LILACS databases for articles with no date restrictions.

Search

The researched keywords were: (oral implant OR oral implantology OR dental implantology OR dental implant OR dental implantation) AND (second stage OR second-stage OR uncover OR exposure OR punch OR second phase OR uncovering) AND conventional technique OR scalpel surgery (laser)

Selection of studies

Titles and abstracts resulted from the search were screened by authors considering the inclusion criteria. Authors decisions about choices and their qualification for further analysis was affirmed after discussion.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria:
- Clinical studies only
- In vivo studies

Exclusion criteria:
- In vitro and animal studies
- Reviews
- Case reports
- Languages other than English

Assessment of methodological quality

The quality of all chosen randomized trials was investigated utilizing The Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for evaluating risk of bias (12) while the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) was used for non-randomized studies (13).

According to Cochrane risk of bias tools, each RCT was assigned either; low risk of bias (if it is low for all key domains), high risk of bias (if it is high for one or more of key domains) and unclear risk of bias (if it is unclear for one or more of key domains). Because it was impossible to blind participants or personnel due to nature of intervention and control (i.e. Laser VS surgery), the “BLINDING OF PARTICIPANTS, PERSONNEL” item was not considered.
For non-randomized controlled trials, the assessment consists of 3 sections; The selection section included 4 items, with 1 star for each item, Comparability section included 1 item with almost 2 stars for this item and outcome included 3 items with 1 star at each item. The total quality score represents the quality of the study. If the total number of stars was less than 5, the study was low quality, Otherwise, it was a high-quality study.

The heterogeneity between trials prevented meta-analysis. Rather, a descriptive analysis of the reported studies was performed.

RESULTS

Out of the initial search that yielded 136 studies, 15 were considered potentially relevant for the present study, out of which 3 were finally selected. Figure (1) represents the flow chart for the study. The excluded studies before final inclusion were either case reports (8, 14), uncontrolled studies or no study design (15-17), reviews (18-20), experimental and in vitro studies (21-23) and in Russian language (24).

The included trials which matches the inclusion criteria evaluate the effect of laser on postoperative
pain, the need for anesthesia and analgesia, hemostasis, time needed before impression and quality of it, duration of surgery and peri-implant soft tissue conditions \cite{2, 5, 25}. Table (1) represents summary of findings.

**Risk of bias within studies:**

The review included three studies, two of them were RCT \cite{2, 5} and one was prospective controlled trial \cite{25}. The study of Matys and Dominiak 2016 \cite{25} used split mouth study design and the studies of Arnabat-Domínguez et al 2003 \cite{5} and El-Kholey 2013 \cite{2} used parallel design. Sex distribution was mentioned in the studies of Matys and Dominiak \cite{25} and El-Kholey \cite{2} and not mentioned in the study of Arnabat-Domínguez et al \cite{5}.

For RCT studies, according to Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool, both studies were judged to be low risk of bias for random sequence generation, incomplete outcome data and selective reporting. Regarding allocation concealment, El-kholy 2013 \cite{2} was judged as low risk of bias while it was judged as unclear for Arnabat-Domínguez et al 2003 \cite{5} as it did not mention anything about allocation concealment. Regarding Blinding of outcome assessment, both studies were judged as unclear as there was no mention about blinding of the assessor or statistician. Both studies were considered overall as unclear risk of bias. Evaluation of risk of bias is in figures (2 and 3).

For non-randomized controlled trial, Matys and Dominiak 2016 study \cite{25} was considered to be of high quality. Evaluation of study quality is in table (2).

**TABLE 1. Summary of findings table (SOFT).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and date</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Intervention (Laser)</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnabat-Domínguez et al 2003</td>
<td>20 patients with 50 implants in the second stage surgery divided into two equal groups of 10 patients each</td>
<td>Erbium laser was used to expose the implants</td>
<td>Conventional blade incision and flap elevation</td>
<td>Postoperative pain, duration of surgery, consumption of analgesics, need of anesthesia, conditions of the peri-implant soft tissues, quality of hemostasis, success of treatment and days to start the prosthetic rehabilitation</td>
<td>The use of laser obviated the need for local anesthesia and minimized postoperative pain and time needed before starting the second stage. No significant differences in other parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Kholey 2013</td>
<td>30 patients with 45 implants in the second stage surgery divided into two equal groups of 15 patients each</td>
<td>Diode laser was used to expose the implants</td>
<td>The scalpel was used to expose the implants</td>
<td>The need for infiltration anaesthesia, duration of surgery, intraoperative bleeding, postoperative pain and time before impression taking</td>
<td>The use of laser obviated the need for local anaesthesia. No significant differences in other parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matys and Dominiak 2016</td>
<td>30 patients with 60 implants in the second stage surgery divided into two equal groups of 30 patients each</td>
<td>Erbium laser was used to expose the implants</td>
<td>The scalpel was used to expose the implants</td>
<td>Pain level and quality of the impression of the implant emergence profile.</td>
<td>The use of laser reduces pain and allows minor surgical procedures to be carried out without anesthesia. The impression quality is satisfactory for the preparation of prosthetic reconstructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. Quality assessment for non-randomized clinical trials

| Representativeness of the treatment group (true representation of the average in the community or somewhat representative of the average in the community) | + |
| Selection of the untreated control group (drawn from the same community of the treated group) | + |
| Ascertainment of treatment group | + |
| Demonstration that the outcome of interest was not present at the day of start (yes) | - |
| Comparability of the group and control group (comparison of starting forms: baseline characteristics of age, sex) | + |
| Assessment of the outcome with independent blinding (independent blind assessment) | - |
| Was follow-up adequate enough for outcomes to occur? (Yes, an adequate follow up for short-term findings) | + |
| Loss to follow-up acceptable (complete follow-up, subjects lost to follow-up unlikely to introduce bias, description provided of those lost, small number of loss to follow up<10%) | + |
| Total quality score | 6 |

Fig. (2): Risk of bias summary: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item for each included RCT study.

Fig. (3): Risk of bias graph: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across all included RCT studies.
DISCUSSION

Lasers can be used as a current alternative to the traditional scalpel in oral soft tissue surgeries because it offers simple manipulation as regards to absence of bleeding, reduced need for local anesthesia and increased patient comfort (8). From that points of view comes the research question, why not to recommend over conventional techniques regarding second stage implant surgery. For the surgeons, factors of concern in dental implantology are the adequate surgical techniques and the adequate materials, while for the patient the postoperative status and survival rate of the implants are the main target (26). Laser can give both what they target.

Yeh et al concluded that laser can be used as an alternative tool in second-stage implant surgery for the advantages of being efficient, safe, and patient-friendly technique that also allows a faster rehabilitation phase (4). Their work was a case report with two patients so it is not included in this systematic review.

Although carbon dioxide (CO₂) laser is widely used in oral surgeries (27, 28), some authors recommend its avoidance in implantology because of its thermal effects while others use it without complications (29, 31). On the other hand, other types of laser like the Erbium laser can be applied safely (32). In second-stage implant surgery, Erbium laser is not only used in soft tissue manipulation but also to ablate bone that may form around the healing cap (33).

The concern about the damaging effect due to temperature increase in implant bone interface as a result of laser application has been investigated and there is evidence that the also the diode laser group is safe and not badly affecting neither the implant nor the bone (2, 6, 34-36). The cause may be the wavelength, the minimal depth of penetration, and the reflection of the laser away from the dental implant surface (34, 37, 38). In implant dentistry, keratinized gingiva for peri-implant health and superior esthetic results may be a target and the role of laser in that part is a point of debate (5, 8, 39, 40).

The study of Arnabat-Domínguez et offers a solution not only for the problem of heat generation but also for preservation of the attached keratinized gingiva, by using the non-thermal erbium laser in doing a trapezoidal flap for uncovering the implant thus allowing apical repositioning and transpositioning of keratinized gingiva (8). Minimized postoperative pain, shortened time to prosthetic rehabilitation and superior esthetics were the results of their three cases report. Again, this work was not included for being done only in three cases.

For a patient relevant treatment outcome, pain after implant surgeries is of concern not only for the patient but also for the dentist. Patients will experience pain following dental implant surgery as with any other dental surgical procedures (41, 43). Despite that the second-stage implant surgery is not as aggressive as the first-stage implant surgery, it may involve as much postoperative discomfort for the patients as the first-stage (5).

Pain reduction after dental implant surgeries should motivate researchers because in the literature there is still a research gap in the management of pain associated with dental implant surgeries in contrast to the greater proportion of studies investigating management of post-operative pain after common dental surgical procedure like third-molar extraction (41, 44, 45).

The Laser effect in pain reduction during soft tissue surgery may be due to the creation of a protein coagulation protective layer or due to the sealing of nerve endings (25). Fear of pain during dental surgeries or even the needle used for anesthesia are among the causes of avoiding dental visits (25).

Arnabat-Dominguez et al (5) compared laser use for implant exposure to the conventional flap elevation. Patients on the laser group did not receive local anesthesia except for two patients. Patients treated with laser not only experienced less postoperative pain and consumed significantly
less analgesics but also the prosthetic procedures could start earlier than the conventional flap group. Although their results support laser over control, the choice of elevating flap as a control group is questionable. It is not clear why the authors did not use the punch technique or the H incision technique instead of elevating the flap in the control group. The lack of standardization in studies not only for the samples but also for the methods and parameters complicate the determination of the efficiency of laser as regards to surgical models. This has been shown clearly by the results of this systematic review. Randomized clinical trials in each aspect of laser application in dental implants should motivate researchers to close a very interesting research gaps.

The found clinical studies are not only too limited in number but also exhibit small sample sizes, besides being clinically heterogeneous so that a solid conclusion cannot be reached. Researchers should pay attention to this interesting field to work upon. Each kind of laser application should pull attention of researchers in oral and maxillofacial field to close obvious, yet important, research gaps of lack of enough randomized clinical trials that can be relied upon to get a standard evidence based clinical practice.
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